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Notifications are an indispensable feature of mobile devices, but their delivery can interrupt and distract users.

Prior work has examined interventions, such as deferring notification delivery to opportune moments, but

has not systematically studied how users might prefer an intelligent system to manage their notifications.

Hence, we directly probed Android smartphone users’ notification preferences via a one-week experience-

sampling study (N = 35). We found that users prefer mitigating undesired interruptions by suppressing alerts

over deferring them and referred to notification content factors more frequently than contextual factors for

explaining their preferences. Then we demonstrated the challenges and potentials of leveraging user actions

to help predict notification preferences. Specifically, we showed that a model personalized using user actions

achieved a performance gain of 39% than a genericmodel. This improvement is similar to the 42% performance

gain using labels solicited from the user while using observable user actions causes no extra disruption.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Notifications are an indispensable feature of today’s mobile devices, allowing apps to convey rel-
evant updates to users promptly. However, untimely notifications can increase cognitive load,
negatively impact productivity, and cause frustration, stress, social pressure, and embarrass-
ment [21, 22, 25, 41, 42, 46]. To mitigate these negative effects, past research has taken two ap-
proaches to design intelligent notification systems. One approach is to optimize for certain aspects
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of user perceptions about notification delivery, such as interruptibility [13, 14, 33, 38, 48] and men-
tal load [21, 35, 36]. A common notification handling technique is to defer the delivery of notifi-
cations to an opportune moment [1, 11, 20, 37, 41, 45]. An alternate approach is to emulate users’
actions on notifications [19, 30, 40, 51]. Some work in this space attempts to automatically dis-
card notifications that are similar to ones that users have frequently dismissed themselves [2, 30],
and other work attempts to delay notification delivery in order to optimize for user responsive-
ness [3, 33].

Despite their practical value, these approaches are grounded in assumptions about how users
want a system to deliver their notifications that have not been formally tested. Prior work has
touched on some limitations of these approaches. For example, Horvitz et al. [20] discussed the
risk of missing urgent notifications when deferring notifications solely based on users’ interrupt-
ibility. This example suggests multiple factors affect users’ notification preferences and that it will
be necessary to integrate these factors together to produce a high-quality system for managing no-
tifications. As another example,Mehrotra et al. [30]manually excluded reminder notifications from
being automatically discarded because these notifications do not require any action even if they
are considered useful. This example suggests that the rationales of users’ actions on notifications
can be complicated and having the system simply emulate users may not be an effective option.
To gain a more nuanced understanding of users’ notification preferences, we took a user-

centered approach and directly probed Android smartphone users’ notification preferences via
a one-week, mixed-methods study (N = 35). The study comprised two tasks that solicited users’
subjective feedback on a cross-section of the notifications they received using the experience-

sampling method (ESM) [17]. We also collected traces of user behavior related to phone usage
and notification traffic in the background during the study. To study issues from previous research
in more depth [20, 30], we conducted mixed-methods analyses to examine two questions:

RQ1. What factors affect users’ notification preferences and how do these factors affect notifi-
cation preferences?
RQ2. What are the reasons that cause users to act upon notifications in a certain way and how
do users’ actions on their notifications correlate with their notification preferences?

We also explore the feasibility of directly predicting users’ notification delivery preferences
based on their behavior. Previous research has highlighted the important role that individual dif-
ference plays in users’ perceptions about notifications and suggested that it is crucial for intelligent
notification systems to be able to automatically personalize to individual preferences [24, 38]. Un-
fortunately, soliciting users’ subjective labels on the fly can incur a considerable cost, so researchers
have instead suggested leveraging users’ observable actions [34, 46]. Our study, which collected
both user labels and behavioral data, provides us with an opportunity to explore the tradeoffs be-
tween these two approaches. In the context of our data, we provide insight into an answer for the
following question:

RQ3. How well can a predictor of users’ notification delivery preferences be personalized using
solely user actions as compared to using user labeled data?

Our main contributions include

— An analysis identifying factors that affect users’ notification delivery preferences, which
helps develop an understanding of users’ mental models for how an ideal notification man-
ager might work. Specifically, we found that users mentioned content factors significantly
more frequently than contextual factors when discussing notification preferences, and pref-
erences vary substantially between different users.
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—A systematic examination of the relationship between users’ objective behavior and their
subjective preferences. Our analysis improves understanding of how and why users inter-
act with notifications, and reveals the intrinsic ambiguities about users’ intentions when
observing only their actions.

— A demonstration of how personalized models solely using user actions on similar notifica-
tions collected in the past can improve the performance of a generic model by 39% as mea-
sured by area under the ROC curve. In our dataset, this improvement is close to what can be
achieved by amodel personalized with labels solicited from the user (42%). Our experimental
results suggest a method can dynamically adapt a notification preference prediction model
to individual differences after deployment while causing minimal disruption to the user.

2 STUDY METHODOLOGY

We conducted a one-week mixed-methods study to understand how smartphone users might pre-
fer an intelligent system to deliver their notifications and how user behaviors correlate with those
preferences. As such, our study both solicited participants’ subjective feedback on randomly sam-
pled notifications and collected smartphone usage traces in the background over the entire course
of the study, including all incoming notifications, participants’ interaction with notifications, and
phone usage. The study was operated by an app that participants installed onto their personal
phones and data was synchronized from phones to a secured Firebase storage instance.
We first ran a pilot study with 30 participants in January 2019, and then ran a formal study with

40 participants in April 2019 (35 of which contributed complete data). Both studies followed similar
study designs and lasted for one week, similar to past work [41, 54]. In this article, we primarily
discuss the formal study and analyze data only from that study. We discuss the pilot study only in
terms of how its results affected the design of the formal study.

2.1 Sample

We sought a diverse sample of participants during recruitment. In our formal study, 40 participants
successfully completed the onboarding process and contributed valid data. Of these, 17 people self-
identified as male, 22 as female, and 1 as non-binary gender. The youngest participants were in the
18–24 age group and the oldest participants were in the 65 or older age group. Most subjects were
in the 35–54 age group (17 out of 40). The self-reported education level ranged from high school
degree to doctoral degree with diverse occupations. More than half of the participants identified
as a “heavy user” of their smartphone, defined as using their phone more than 6 hours per day.
The participants of both the pilot study and the formal study were recruited through Google’s

internal user study recruitment service. We created a screener to identify candidates, and then we
selected and contacted the final participants ourselves. We required participants to be located in
the US and be at least 18 years of age. We also required participants to have an Android phone as
their primary phone, running at least Android Oreo, due to technical constraints. The participants
were required to be single language (English) users so that all apps on the phone would mainly
target English users and notifications would be written mainly in English. We also excluded users
who had more than one phone or used a smartwatch in order to reduce potential interference of
receiving notifications on multiple devices.
To encourage participants to stay in our study, which requires constant engagement and collects

relatively invasive data, the compensation followed a tiered incentive structure. Participants who
answered questionnaires for the study tasks in the first three days received $35 USD. Participants
who answered questionnaires in the last four days received an additional $45 USD. There was a $20
USD bonus for participants who completed the entire 7-day study, for a maximum compensation
of $100 USD. 47 participants signed up initially, though seven dropped out or did not complete
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Fig. 1. This figure demonstrates a timeline of user-driven notification events and ESM tasks for one sampled
notification. Task 1 asks users about their preferred way to deliver the notification, which is sent 10 seconds
after the “notification seen” event is detected. This delay is to reduce the impact of the task on users’ behavior
after seeing the notification. Task 2 asks users about how promptly they took certain actions to remove the
notification and why they took that action. This question is sent immediately after a user-driven notification
removal event is detected. Both tasks have an expiration time window of five minutes, to give users flexibility
in choosing the exact timing to answer the in-situ query.

onboarding, and five did not respond to any questionnaires during the study. Phone usage and
behavior data were still collected for the five subjects that did not drop out but did not respond
to questionnaires. The structure and amount of the incentives for the study were determined by
Google’s user research compensation policy. This study was approved by Google’s privacy work-
ing group and complied with all internal corporate policies for the collection and storage of user
data.

2.2 Study App

Data collection for the study was conducted remotely via a custom Android app. The study app
first guided participants through an onboarding process. This process instructed participants to
grant permission to the notification listener service and the accessibility service so that the app
could listen to all incoming notification traffic and log phone usage traces. Over the course of the
study, participants responded to two types of ESM tasks within the app, which were triggered by
notification events. These tasks, denoted Task 1 and Task 2, are described in more detail below
(also see Figure 1). Throughout the study, the app also collected all notification content, how users
handled notifications and phone usage traces. All collected data was synchronized to a secured
Firebase instance that we operated specifically for this study.

2.2.1 ESM Task 1: Notification Delivery Survey. Task 1 was triggered when the notification was
first seen by the participant. Figure 2(a) shows the screenshots of the survey user interface that was
presented to subjects. All questions were required unless the subject chose “I didn’t see the initial
notification” for the first question. Task 1 was sent for a subset of notifications, the sampling rules
for which are detailed in Section 2.2.3.

The most important questions of Task 1 are the second and third: “How would you have pre-
ferred to receive this notification?” and “Why?”. The former asked the participant to choose one of
four options as their preferred way for the system to deliver the notification. The latter requested
a free-form explanation of question two. The four options cover different notification delivery
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Fig. 2. Study app UI screenshots. Task 1 asks users about their preferred notification delivery method for
the current notification. Task 2 asks users about how promptly and why they took certain actions (e.g.,
accepted/discarded) on the current notification. In the app, the “MY DATA” section shows all notifications
that have been collected during the study. Participants are able to remove all traces of notification by clicking
the “OPT-OUT” button on any of the screens.

techniques from the perspective of whether to send an alert and the timing of that alert (also see
Figure 2(a))

— In the Notification Tray now, with an alert now
— In the Notification Tray now, with an alert later
— In the Notification Tray now, without an alert
— I don’t want to receive this notification.

Because there are many delivery alternatives for an intelligent notification system, our main
design consideration was to choose a few representative techniques that have been widely consid-
ered and could provide meaningful values to users.
The pilot study used a different version of the second question, which only focused on notifica-

tion delivery timing and provided three choices for timing: “Now”, “Later”, or “Never”. However,
the dataset was highly skewed towards the “Now” option (72.7%), which showed that users either
did not want to defer the delivery of notifications in most situations or did not understand the
behavior of the “Later” option. In addition, we found in the pilot study that users were more sen-
sitive about whether the notification was silently put in the notification tray than when it was
put in the notification tray. Therefore, in the formal study, we redesigned the question to only
provide two options for delivery (now or never) and three options for alert (now, later, never).
This change helped us achieve a more balanced dataset and gain a better understanding of user
preferences.
To detect the time at which a notification is seen, prior research [34] assumed all newly available

notifications were seen when the screen was unlocked. Our study followed the same assumption
but made a few changes to improve the detection accuracy. We used three heuristics to estimate if
a notification had been seen in our study (also demonstrated in Figure 1):

— Seen on the lock screen: The first four notifications in the tray were marked as seen when-
ever the user turned the screen on. We used the Android “screen on” event rather than the
“unlock” event to identify when notifications may have been seen on the lock screen, as
notifications are visible when a user turns the screen on, even if they do unlock the phone.
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— Seen in the notification tray: All notifications were marked as seen when the user pulled
down the notification tray (except group notifications,1 which hide the individual notifica-
tion content they contain).

— Seen in pop up:A notification was marked as seen if it popped out from the edge of the screen
when the phone was unlocked and in use.

As demonstrated in Figure 1, there was a 10-second delay between a detected notification seen
event and the Task 1 notification. This gave users some time to consider the notification before
realizing that the notification was sampled so that we might observe more natural behavior. Each
Task 1 survey expired 5minutes after it was sent, at which point it was automatically removed from
the notification tray. This ensured users had some flexibility in choosing when to answer study
surveys, while still ensuring that the surveys they did respond to would cover recent notifications.

2.2.2 ESM Task 2: Notification Action Survey. Task 2 was triggered when a sampled notification
from Task 1 was removed by the user, as demonstrated in Figure 1. Figure 2(b) shows the question
that was presented to the user afterwards. In Android O and later versions, the notification re-
moval callback function onNotificationRemoved in NotificationListenerService receives a
parameter reason which indicates how the notification was dismissed.2 We analyzed all possible
values of the reason parameter and derived six notification removal actions. There are four user-
driven removal actions: click, cancel (swipe away), cancel all (by clicking the cancel all button in
the notification tray), and snooze. There are also two app-driven removal actions: automatically
dismiss and overwrite. The overwrite action occurs when the app sends a new notification with
the same id in the notify function call.3 Only user-driven removal actions can trigger a Task 2
survey.
The task questions first asked whether the subject immediately interacted with the notification

upon seeing it, and then asked the subject to explain their choice in a free-form response. Both
questions were required unless the subject chose “I don’t know” for the first question.
Unlike Task 1, the Task 2 notification was immediately sent to the subject when the interaction

with the notification was detected. This is because the task is triggered by an explicit user interac-
tion that indicates that the user has made a decision about the notification, and there is no need to
wait for additional reflection before presenting the survey. Similar to Task 1, each Task 2 survey
expired after 5 minutes, at which point it was removed from the notification tray.

2.2.3 ESM Task Sampling Rules and Data Collection. Only a small portion of notifications was
randomly selected for the ESM tasks to reduce the cost of interruption and fatigue during the
study.
We first filtered out notifications that could not be removed by the user4 and low-priority “bul-

letin” notifications, which persist in the notification tray for long periods of time. These bulletin
notifications are often used to present some ongoing status information (e.g., current weather, cur-
rent traffic, music playing now). We found certain apps that only create “bulletin” notifications
via the pilot study, and we filtered all notifications from these apps during the formal study (see
Appendix B for details).

Each subject was asked to complete ESM tasks for no more than seven notifications per day. In
the first day of the study, we sampled one notification out of every ten notifications that were seen
until the user had responded to seven notifications. On subsequent days, the sampling interval was

1https://developer.android.com/training/notify-user/group.
2https://developer.android.com/reference/android/service/notification/NotificationListenerService.
3https://developer.android.com/reference/android/app/NotificationManager.
4https://developer.android.com/reference/android/app/Notification.html#FLAG_ONGOING_EVENT.
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recalculated to adapt to each user’s phone usage pattern, using the formula samplinд_interval =

max (20,min(5,
3·60·60·totalSeenNotif icationCount

currentT imestamp−star tT imestamp
)), in which currentTimestamp and start

Timestamp are both unix timestamps. In this formula, totalSeenNoti f icationCount represents
the number of notifications that a particular user has received and seen during the study. The
events we used as indicators of a user seeing a notification are summarized in Section 2.2.1.

Notification text content was stored for all notifications that were sampled for an ESM task,
in addition to the data that was passively collected for all notifications. No images appearing in
notifications were stored.

2.2.4 Passive Data Collection. During the study, the app logged notification data and phone
usage data for all notifications passively in the background, which includes both notifications
sampled and not sampled for ESM tasks. Passive notification data included the notification text and
timestamps of the notification delivery, seen, and removal events. Phone usage data contained the
timestamps of phone turned on/unlocked/locked events and app open events, which also contained
app package names. We used the Accessibility event TYPE_WINDOW_STATE_CHANGED as a proxy for
app open events, which is fired when a section of the user interface is visually changed.
Passive data collection allowed us to create a larger unlabeled dataset to complement the smaller,

but richer, labeled dataset produced by the ESM tasks.

2.2.5 Participant Privacy Controls. Due to the sensitive and personal nature of notifications, we
explicitly designed multiple privacy features to make sure participants had control over their data
and could opt-out of the collection of any notification data at any time during the study. First,
every ESM task featured an “OPT-OUT” button that would dismiss the survey and remove all
information regarding this notification, both locally and remotely on our Firebase instance (see
Figure 2(a) and (b)). Second, at any time participants could review all notifications that had been
collected in the “MY DATA” section of the study app (see Figure 2). By clicking on the “OPT-OUT”
button, the user can delete all data about this notification both locally and remotely.
We made these features clear in both the study instructions and the app’s onboarding pro-

cess. We also provided participants with a technical support e-mail address where they could
address any concerns about privacy, but we never received any requests for data deletion nor ques-
tions about the privacy features. We did receive other types of technical support questions at this
address.

2.2.6 Methods to Keep the Study App Running. Since there is only a background service of the
study app running most of the time during the study, we used several methods to prevent the
service from being killed by the system and to make sure the ESM tasks were properly sent to par-
ticipants and the data was properly logged. First, we asked our participants to turn off the system
battery saver feature during the onboarding process to prevent the Android system from killing
background services for optimizing battery life. Second, our app can catch exceptions that cause
the app to crash, and then restart the main activity automatically. Third, the app can continuously
send updates of statistics such as the number of notifications received and sampled on the current
day to our Firebase real-time database. This allowed us to monitor the app’s running status of
every participant during the study. We did not notice abnormal status during the study.

2.3 Study Procedure

Our study began on April 2nd, 2019 (Tuesday) and ended on April 9th, 2019 (Monday) for all but
three participants. Those three started and ended two days later due to recruiting issues. Before the
study, all participants signed a consent form. On the morning of the first day, we sent an e-mail to
each participant which contained a link to the study app and study instructions. Once installed, the
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Fig. 3. The number of participants that responded to ESM tasks on each day. The considerable drop off rate
suggests it is difficult to run this study with a longer duration and justifies the one-week-long study design.

study app guided users through an onboarding process that requested the necessary permissions
to collect data, demonstrated the two ESM tasks, and described the privacy features of the study
app.
After seven days, the app automatically stopped collecting data and posted a notification to

inform users that the study had ended. Before participants removed the app, they were asked to
initiate a manual upload from the app to ensure all data had been uploaded to our remote server.
Over the course of the week-long study, we received phone usage data from 40 participants

in total, including how and when users handled notifications and when they opened what apps.
Five of these participants only contributed passive data (see Section 2.2.4), while the other 35
participants completed some of the ESM tasks. For our analysis, we removed Task 1 responses
that were marked as “not seen” and Task 2 responses with “I don’t know” to the first question
(“Did you immediately discard the notification upon seeing it?” ).

2.4 Train/Test Dataset Preparation for Coding (RQ1&2) and Notification Preference
Prediction (RQ3)

Before we started the qualitative coding analysis and the experiments about predicting notification
preferences, we split the entire dataset into two parts, based on notification delivery time. Notifica-
tions delivered in the first five days of the study were treated as the training set, and notifications
delivered in the last two days were treated as the test set. The dataset was divided for all analyses,
including both the evaluation of the statistical models and the qualitative coding, in order to avoid
overfitting to the test set. Dividing the dataset based on time is a common practice in user behavior
modeling research, which emulates the real-world situations where past data of the same user or
different users is used to understand human behaviors and build predictive models.
Figure 3 shows the number of participants that responded to ESM tasks each day of the study

(35 on the first day, 16 on the last day). Due to this dropoff in participation, our training set consists
of data from 35 people, while the test set only consists of data from 20 people.
Table 1 presents the number of notifications that were collected (All), have a Task 1 response

(Task 1), have a Task 2 response (Task 2), have either a Task 1 or Task 2 response (Either task or
All sampled), and have both Task 1 and Task 2 responses (Both tasks), separated into the Training
set and the Test set.

2.5 Qualitative Coding Analysis Process and Result Summary

We performed qualitative thematic analysis [4] on two types of textual data collected in the study:
(1) explanations of delivery preference from Task 1, and (2) explanations of notification-related
activity from Task 2.
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Table 1. Data Collection Overview

Data category Training set Test set Total

All 19,946 4,773 24,719
Task 1 525 102 627
Task 2 376 71 437
Either task (All sampled) 649 134 783
Both tasks 292 46 338

We collected a fairly large dataset regarding the number of notifications

logged, while only a small portion was labeled by users, which resonates

with the difficulty of collecting subjective labels and the importance of

leveraging objective data in prior research [50].

2.5.1 Coding Process. The analysis consisted of two rounds of iterative coding. The first round
was carried out on the pilot study data and the second was on the formal study data. In the first
round, two researchers collectively conducted open coding on the pilot study data to develop codes
for concepts in the text. Then one researcher conducted axial coding to group these codes into high-
level categories. In the second round, the researchers collectively labeled the data gathered from
the formal study, using the category framework that had been created. The goal of the ESM task
analyses was to identify factors that may affect users’ notification delivery preferences and user
behavior after receiving notifications, so task responses were assigned multiple codes if necessary.

2.5.2 Coding Result Summary. We first derived 40 codes for Task 1 responses and 27 codes
for Task 2 responses. We then merged similar codes that appeared less frequently, and finally
achieved 32 codes5 corresponding to 11 factors from 2 high-level categories for Task 1 responses
and 13 codes6 from 4 sub-categories and 2 high-level categories of user action rationales for Task 2
responses. The coding results for these three types of data are presented in Sections 3.2 (notification
preference factors) and 4.1 (reasons about user behavior after receiving notifications).

2.5.3 Inter-rater Reliability. To validate our developed codes, another researcher (different from
the two researchers who developed the codes) applied the developed coding schemes to a subset of
the data. The new coder first discussed the definitions of the codes with one of the two researchers
who developed the codes and practiced the two coding tasks using a different random sample
of 20 responses for both tasks. Then the new coder independently coded a random sample of
100 responses for each of the two tasks respectively. With the original labels from the first two
researchers and the new set of labels from the third researcher for the 100 responses, we calculated
the Krippendorff’s alpha, which is a standard inter-rater reliability measure for codes that are not
mutually exclusive [16]. Krippendorff’s alpha was 0.82 for Task 1 labeling results and 0.85 for Task
2 labeling results, which are both above the common standard of reliable labeling results [16].

3 RQ1 RESULTS: UNDERSTANDING USERS’ DELIVERY PREFERENCES AND
RELATED FACTORS

In this section, we present results exploring our first research question about the factors affecting
users’ notification preferences. We begin with a notification delivery preference breakdown for all

5A code “nomeaningful answer” is included for user responses that are too short or do not providemeaningful explanations

of their choices. For most factors in Table 2 that contain multiple levels, each level corresponds to one code and the factor

itself does not count as a code separately. However, we have two separate codes for the “Notification type” and “People

mentioned” factors because the levels listed for the two factors are not exhaustive.
6The 13 codes consist of the 12 codes in the “Codes” column of Table 3 and a “nomeaningful answer” code for user responses

that are too short or do not provide meaningful explanations of their choices.
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Fig. 4. Per-participant and overall preference distribution (sorted by the ratio of “send now, alert now” in
ascending order). This figure suggests there is a strong effect of individual difference in notification delivery
preferences.

subjects together and each individual (Section 3.1). Then we dive into an analysis of user responses
to Task 1, which probes the underlying reasons for selecting particular preferences (Section 3.2).
All analyses in this section are grounded in the Task 1 training set (525 datapoints, see Table 1).

3.1 Notification Delivery Preference Breakdown for all and Individual Subjects

In our sample, 56% notificationswere expected to be deliveredwith an alert immediately, indicating
a potential to improve user experience by reducing interruption. The distribution of the other three
choices demonstrates users’ preferences of methods for reducing interruptions. The ratios of “Send
now, never alert” (26%) and “never send” (12%) were higher than “send now, alert later” (6.3%).
We conducted pairwise comparisons of the ratios of the four delivery methods and found sig-

nificant difference for all the six pairs under McNemar’s test (p-values have been adjusted using
Bonferroni correction): alert now vs. alert later: χ 2 (1,N =525)=147, p < .001; alert now vs. never
alert: χ 2 (1,N = 525) = 24, p < .001; alert now vs. never send: χ 2 (1,N = 525) = 98, p < .001; alert
later vs. never alert: χ 2 (1,N =525)=199, p < .001; alert later vs. never send: χ 2 (1,N =525)=334,
p < .001; never alert vs. never send: χ 2 (1,N =525)=236, p < .001.

Figure 4 shows that our subjects are evenly distributed across the spectrum of the tolerance
to interruption caused by notifications. Two subjects (user1 and user2) did not want any of their
notifications to interrupt them immediately, while three others (user33, user34, and user35) pre-
ferred to receive immediate alerts for every notification. A total of 13 out of 35 participants (user1,
2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 26) chose “send now, alert later” for some of their notifica-
tions, while others did not select this option at all. This suggests that individual differences affect
people’s attitudes towards deferring the alert.

3.2 Factors Affecting Notification Delivery Preferences

Based on the qualitative coding of Task 1 user responses, we generated a list of factors (Table 2) that
influenced users’ notification delivery preferences. We categorize the factors into two categories:
content and context. Factors related to the notification itself are considered content factors. These
factors are mostly intrinsic characteristics of notifications, varying from objective factors such as
notification type to subjective factors such as users’ perceived notification importance. Factors re-
lated to the user’s status (e.g., interruptibility) or the environment (e.g., location) are considered
context factors. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of delivery preferences for some content and con-
textual factors with relatively high occurrence.
Although both content characteristics and contextual factors emerged, content-related factors

(91.6% of notifications) were mentioned much more frequently than contextual factors (15.3%).
The ratio of content-related factors is significantly higher than context-related factors under Mc-
Nemar’s test (χ 2 (1,N = 464) = 8.7, p = .003).

In the following, we present the definitions, examples and the relationship of each factor to
notification delivery preferences (Figure 5).
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Table 2. Factors That Affect How and When People Want to Receive Notifications

Categories Factors Levels

Content

(425)

Importance (212) Valuable (112)
Good to know (47)
Irrelevant (53)

Notification type (196) Text message (46), Ongoing conversation (30), Facebook (16),
Reminder (14), E-mail (13), App update (9), Battery (6), Deal
(7), Weather (5), News (6), Two-factor authentication (5),
Work-related (3), etc.

Time-sensitivity (78) Time-sensitive (17)
not time-sensitive (61)

People mentioned (55) Friends (19), Families (16), Unimportant persons (8), etc.
Notification expecting action (31)
User-driven notification (29)

Context

(71)

Interruptibility (46) Busy, improper timing (34)
Convenient, proper timing (12)

Phone/app usage (27) Using the phone/app (17)
Not using the phone/app (10)

Time (5)
Activity (4)
Location (3)

The number of notifications receiving each code are specified in parentheses. Note that each notification may have

more than one code.

Fig. 5. User delivery preference breakdown for content and contextual factors with relatively high
occurrence.

3.2.1 Importance. We noticed that users frequently referred to the perceived importance of a
notification as their reason for selecting a certain delivery option. Three levels of perceived im-
portance of notifications emerged from participant responses, which are “Valuable” notifications
that contain useful and important information (example quotes: “ important bank account info”,
“needed the info” ), “Good to know’’ notifications that contain information that might be interest-
ing but not as important (example quotes: “ this was fine”, “not very important” ), and “ Irrelevant”
notifications that are totally irrelevant and sometimes even annoying (example quotes: “don’t need
to know when apps have updated”, “because it’s a scam” ).

Figure 5 shows a high percentage of “send now, never alert” in the “Good to know” category
and even in the “irrelevant” category, which indicates that users are more inclined to balance the
reduction of interruption and the risk of information loss by suppressing the alert and keeping
these unimportant notifications for possible future examination.

3.2.2 Notification Type. Some responses attributed their choices to a general like or dislike
about a certain group of notifications. We noticed that there were a variety of granularities of no-
tification groups that users would like to manage in the same way. Many of these groups are at
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app level. For example, User9 explained the reason for choosing “never send” for a Facebook noti-
fication as “Facebook notifications aren’t so important. I’ll get to them when I look at Facebook.”
However, we also saw responses that specified preferences at a higher level about characteristics
shared across multiple apps (e.g., text message, news, deal) or at a lower level about specific app us-
age. For example, User18 said that “ I prefer not to receive audible notifications for non personally
related items coming in to my phone.”, which generalizes her dislike about audible notifications to
non-personally related notifications that could come from multiple apps. On the contrary, User11
said that “ I like to be aware of comments in a current conversation I’m having with someone on
social media”, which describes a more specific situation that requires a deep understanding of the
app usage context to recognize. Overall, our findings suggest that it is important to allow users
to manage notifications in ways beyond app-level and channel-level filtering that are available in
current systems.

3.2.3 Time-sensitivity. Time-sensitivity is a common reason that emerged from users’ re-
sponses. We noticed that users often considered all notifications of a particular type to have the
same time-sensitivity. For example, time-sensitive notification types include the following:

— text messages (“ I want to answer this one as soon as possible so it doesn’t expire.”—User15)
— reminders (“ it’s a reminder to eat”—User14)
— sales alerts (“when there are ebay items which i am watching and may want to purchase,
they are time sensitive. so i need to know right away”—User18)

— low battery warnings (“ so I can charge my phone before it dies”—User31)
— work-related notifications (“work related and time sensitive”—User11).

Some users considered other notification types to not be time-sensitive:

— social media app (“Facebook is NEVER urgent. It can wait until I’m bored enough to check
FB.”—User9)

— text messages (“ Instant messages are rarely as urgent as e-mails or other app notifications.
They can wait until the next time I check my phone.”—User9)

— e-mails (“e-mails usually aren’t urgent so i don’t need an alert”—User16)
— app updates (“Update stuff that happens while I sleep. It’s good to see in the morning when
I get up, but doesn’t need an alert.” ).

Although there seems to be a relationship between notification type and sensitivity, this relation-
ship may vary from person to person, as demonstrated in User9’s and User14’s opposite attitudes
towards text messages.This relationship may also vary from time to time as explained by User5 re-
garding a LinkedIn notification: “ I’m not actively job hunting and do not plan to until I’m closer to
graduating. I have started some networking and do let it give me alerts related to that, but they’re
not urgent. It would probably be a different story if I was actively seeking employment though.”

3.2.4 People Mentioned. Users sometimes referred to the person mentioned in the notifications
to help explain their notification preferences. Three types of personal relationships emerged in
users’ responses, which are friends, families, and unknown/unimportant persons. Figure 5 suggests
notifications that involve friends and families often need an immediate alert. This is consistentwith
findings of previous research [34].

3.2.5 User-driven Notification. We define notifications that are directly triggered by user ac-
tions as user-driven notifications, and different types of user-driven notifications were associated
with different delivery preferences in our users’ responses. The first type is reminders set by the
user. Users almost always wanted an immediate alert for these notifications because this is what
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they are designed for (e.g., “ it’s an alarm, it’s supposed to alert me”—User6). The second type
is two-factor authentication requests and users wanted an immediate alert for them as well for
similar reasons.
On the contrary, notifications that acknowledge a user action are another type of user-driven no-

tification for which users had varying preferences. Some notifications were considered redundant
and should be discarded automatically, such as a “download complete” notification (e.g., “ I don’t re-
ally need an alert for a download, I initiated it and I know it’s happening”—User6). However, some
notifications were considered useful for keeping users aware of abnormal situations, such as an
unauthorized charge or a suspicious log-in attempt, and therefore were preferred to cause an imme-
diate alert (e.g., “ I was paying my credit card. This was the e-mail acknowledging payment. Some
bank e-mails are advertisements, but if they contain the words “payment posted” or “payment
scheduled” I would prefer to hear about those immediately. Also any that suspect fraud!”—User5).

3.2.6 Notification Expecting Action. We classified responses that mentioned that the notifica-
tions expect them to take certain action into this category. This action can both be digital (e.g.,
responding to a message) or physical (e.g., charging the phone). Figure 5 shows that almost all
responses that fall in this category are about notifications that required an immediate alert.

3.2.7 Interruptibility. Interruptibility is the most frequently mentioned contextual factor
in our user responses. We consider responses that mentioned notifications being sent at a
proper/improper timing falling into this category. The responses that indicated proper timings
were similar andmostly straightforward, containing keywords such as “not busy” and “convenient”.

However, we observed that two types of responses about improper timing appear frequently in
our sample. The first type is related to situations when it is inconvenient or disruptive for users
to check and react to the notification. For example, User12 chose “send now, never alert” for a
Facebook messenger chat notification and explained, “ so not to wake me up”. The second type
is related to situations when users are not interested in the content at the moment. For example,
User7 chose “send now, never alert” for a sports news notification and said “I’m just not in the
mood for fantasy sports right now. I’d rather have a nap.” These two types correspond to research
about interruptibility prediction based on external contexts [33, 36, 40] such as location and time
of day, and internal states such as engagement with the current task [39] and attentiveness [9].
In addition, responses in the “improper timing” category had the highest percentage of choices of
“send now, alert later”, which suggests deferring the alert is more preferred in this situation.

3.2.8 Phone Usage. Users also frequently mentioned whether they were actively using the
phone or the app that issued the notification as a reason for their delivery preferences. Figure 5
shows that users tended to prefer an immediate alert if the notification was sent to them when
they were not actively using the phone or the app and dislike an immediate alert if the notification
was sent when they were using the phone or the app. This was because they felt an alert was
not necessary if they were already using the phone. For example, User9 selected “send now, never
alert” for a discord chat notification and explained that “I was looking at the phone, so the sound
wasn’t needed.”

3.2.9 Location, Time, and Activity. When tagging some data points with the factor “Inter-
ruptibility”, we were focused on expressions in users’ responses indicating their perceptions of
how busy/available they were, while the factors “Location”, “Time”, and “Activity” were only
used when users mentioned specific locations, times, and activities in their responses. The three
factors sometimes co-occurred with Interruptibility , alluding to what caused different levels of
interruptibility. For example, User11 implied why it was an improper timing to receive a news
notification by referring to his location: “will read later, leaving gym—no time”. Also, User11
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Table 3. Reasons That Explain What Actions People Took to Remove Notifications and How Soon They
Took the Action After Seeing it

Categories Sub-categories Codes

Direct reasons (199)

Reason about action type (174)

Read and no further action needed (54)
Want to take action via the notification (91)
Want to take action but not via the notification (22)
Clear notifications (11)

Reason about action delay (57)
Immediate action needed (14)
Delayed by other tasks (20)
Intentionally delay the action (23)

Indirect reasons

(209)

Notification-related (178)
Useful (41)
Not needed (121)
Seen elsewhere (17)

Availability (37)
Proper timing (4)
Improper timing (33)

The number of notifications for each factor is specified within the parentheses. Note that each notification may have

multiple codes.

implied why it was an improper timing to alert for an e-mail by referring to a specific time: “daily
work e-mail—will either open Monday or delete”.

Overall, these factors were less frequently mentioned than other contextual factors. Among the
10 notifications that were assigned one of the three labels, 4 came from User11, which suggests
that individual difference may play an important role here.

4 RQ2 RESULTS: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN USER BEHAVIOR AND
DELIVERY PREFERENCES

In this section, we examine the relationship between user behavior collected passively during
the study, such as subjects’ actual actions with their notifications, and subjects’ responses to the
Task 1 and 2 questionnaires. Our examination is driven by the two sub-questions of RQ2:

—What are the reasons that cause users to act upon notifications in a certain way? (Section 4.1)
— How do users’ actions on their notifications correlate with their notification preferences?
(Section 4.2).

Analyses in this section are either grounded in the “Both tasks” training set when analyzing the
user behavior together with preferences (292 datapoints). or the “Task 2” training set when coding
users’ explanations for their behavior (376 datapoints). See Table 1 for more information about
each data split.

4.1 Qualitative Analysis of the Rationales About How Users Handle Notifications

Using the results of the qualitative coding analysis of users’ explanations as collected in Task 2, we
generated a list of reasons that caused users to act upon notifications in a certain way (Table 3). Fig-
ure 6 plots the breakdown of delivery preferences, removal action types, and self-reported prompt-
ness for each of the 11 codes. We will use this to help unravel the relationship between subjective
preferences and objective behaviors through grouping the 11 codes into four sub-categories and
two categories. Overall, our analysis provides an in-depth understanding of the decision process
that users may go through when handling notifications. We learned that although users may take
similar actions on two notifications on the surface, the underlying reason and their preferences
about how the notification should be delivered can be completely different.

4.1.1 Direct Reasons About Action Types. The sub-category “Reason about action type” includes
four codes that help explain why users chose to take different actions on notifications (e.g., click,
cancel, cancel all).
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Fig. 6. This figure shows a breakdown of user notification delivery preferences, the user-driven removal
action types, and the answers to whether the notification was handled immediately, for different factors
affecting how people handle a certain notification. (calculated on the “Both tasks” training set) We can see
that the same user behavior can be caused by different intentions with opposite delivery preferences (e.g.,
“not needed” vs. “action not via the notification”).

For the first code (“Read and no further action needed”), we identified three common scenarios
which seem to correspond to different preferences.

— Sometimes the notification content contains enough information for the user so they did not
need to read it further (e.g., “I read the headline.” —User20, about a news notification).

— The notification may notify the user of new information and require no further action (e.g.,
“I didn’t need to do anything with it, it’s just a notification of a download”—User6, about a
download complete notice).

— The notification might suggest a further action to take, but the user decided not to act. For
example, User9 cancelled a notification about a deal about the item on their wish list from
Amazon (shopping app), because “I read the notification first, then took a minute to decide
if I could make a purchase today or not. It’s not really in the budget, so then I dismissed the
notification.”

The second and the third codes are both related to situations where the user wanted to take
further actions in response to the notification. However, the actions were not always directly taken
by clicking the notification. As demonstrated in Figure 6, the ratios of the choice of “Send now, alert
now” are high (78.3% and 72.2%, respectively) for both situations, while the actions users took were
very different. All notifications in the “action via notification” group were removed by clicking
while all notifications in the “action not via the notification” group were removed via CANCEL or
CANCEL_ALL actions, often during a notification clean up activity. For example, User5 cancelled
a notification that reminded him to see photos from last year and explained that “It lets me see
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pictures I took a year ago that have been uploaded to Amazon. I like seeing this notice, but I went
through the app instead of the notice, so it didn’t go away. That’s why I manually deleted it.”
Similarly, notifications given the last code “Clear notifications” were also removed by CANCEL

and CANCEL_ALL actions. The difference in this case is that the CANCEL/CANCEL_ALL actions
were not taken immediately when seeing the notification. This is because many notifications in
this group also belong to the “Read and no further action needed” group, but instead of cancelling
after reading, the user left the notifications in the tray and removed them later, often en masse. For
example, User16 did not immediately cancel an Instagramnotification about someone accepting his
follow request, and said “ I just left it there because it required no action.” in his free form answer.

4.1.2 Direct Reasons About Action Delay. This sub-category includes three codes describing
reasons about how promptly users handled notifications, which are “immediate action needed”,
“delayed by other tasks”, and “users intentionally delayed the action”. Here we provide more ex-
planation with statistics and examples.
For the “Immediate action needed” code, Figure 6 shows that 83.3% of notifications were ex-

pected to be delivered with an immediate alert, all notifications were removed by click, and all
actions were taken immediately after seeing the notification according to users’ self-reports.
The “Delayed by other tasks” code refers to situations when users deferred their action because

they wanted to finish their current task first. For example, User5 dismissed an e-mail notification
after some delay and explained that “ (I) was just being lazy. Was doing other things and didn’t
want to stop right then. Wasn’t an important e-mail, so when I dismissed it didn’t really matter”.

The “Intentionally delay the action” code shows a different reason for delaying action because
it is not urgent or they have plans for other activities soon. For example, User18 dismissed an
eBay promotional offer notification and later explained “ I was working and I knew this was not
an issue I needed to deal with immediately.” Although it also mentioned the working status before
receiving the notification, the key reason for deferring the action seems to be related to the lack
of urgency. As compared to the previous code, this code does not necessarily involve the current
task and usually means a longer delay. It reflects a situation when the user is first informed about
something and then actively integrate it into their schedule for the day. As a result, they may keep
the notification as a reminder. For example, “It didn’t require prompt attention. I left it in the tray
as a reminder to check out the story later”—User7, for a news alert.

4.1.3 Indirect Reasons: Notification-related Characteristics and User Availability. The last two
sub-categories happen to match the content and contextual factors discussed in our analysis of
first task responses. All but one of the codes (“Seen elsewhere”) also appear in the factors that we
found affect delivery preferences.
Our analysis found that the “seen elsewhere” code occurs because notifications are often syn-

chronized across multiple devices. For example, User11 mentioned that “I am also using my laptop
to have the conversation in addition to my phone” when talking about a Facebook notification. In
addition, sometimes there are duplicate notifications about the same information, such as dupli-
cate e-mail notifications from two mail client apps (User4) and duplicate package delivery notices
delivered by text message and from an app (User25). Figure 6 shows that subjects still preferred
that 62.5% of the notifications in this category be delivered with an immediate alert.

4.2 Quantitative Analysis of the Relationship Between Notification Behaviors
and Delivery Preferences

Response time [3, 33, 34, 38] and the action the user took to remove a notification [19, 30, 40, 51]
are two common objective metrics that prior notification management algorithms have optimized
for or used as a proxy to label the desirability or importance of notifications. In particular, prior
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work often associates shorter response time and click-on-notification actions with positive atti-
tudes towards the notification. Therefore, we want to quantitatively study how these two variables
correlate with our self-reported notification delivery preferences.

4.2.1 Statistical Test Results. Wefirst conducted a one-wayANOVA test to examine the relation-
ship between response time and delivery preference. Our results showed no significant difference
in response time among the four notification preferences (F (3, 326) = 0.375, p = .771).
We then conducted a Chi-squared test to examine the relationship between action type and

delivery preference. Our results showed that the distribution of action types were significantly
different among the four notification preferences (χ 2 (12,N = 521) = 69.3, p < .001).

4.2.2 Statistical Modeling Experiments. Next, we conducted statistical modeling experiments
using the response time and removal action features to further study the feasibility of using user
actions on notifications to label their subjective preferences. Our task aims at predicting whether
to deliver the notification with an immediate alert using these features alone. All classifiers were
trained on the Task 1 train dataset and evaluated on the Task 1 test dataset.
We first examined the relationship between response time and delivery preference by training a

logistic regression classifier with response time as the only feature. The accuracy on the test set is
56.9%, which is equal to the chance accuracy that can be produced by always predicting the most
popular option “alert now”.
We then examined the relationship between action types and delivery preference. We created a

seven-dimension one hot vector as the feature vector, with each dimension representing an action
type. The accuracy of a logistic regression classifier trained with these features was 58.8%, which
is only slightly better than chance accuracy. Even when we simplify the problem by only focusing
on notifications removed by CLICK or CANCEL actions (61.1% of the entire set), which are the
two major user-driven notification actions, the accuracy can only be slightly improved to 59.6%.

5 RQ3 RESULTS: PREDICTING DELIVERY PREFERENCES BASED ON USER
LABELS/ACTIONS

In this section, we present the results about the last research question “How well can a predictor
of users’ notification delivery preferences be personalized using solely user actions as compared to
using user labeled data?”. Since the “send now, alert now” optionwas selected a lot more frequently
than the other three options in our sample, wemerged the three options into one group and defined
a new binary prediction task. Notifications in the first class are those labeled “send now, alert now”
in our dataset (relabeled “alert now” for this section, 56% of the test set), and the second class is
made up of all other notifications (labeled “not alert now” in this section, 44% of the test set).
Our experiments included three models: a generic model (baseline) and two personalized mod-

els based on user labels of delivery preferences for past notifications and user actions on past
notifications respectively. Figure 7 demonstrates the intuition behind how the three models make
predictions about users’ notification delivery preferences about an incoming notification. It also
highlights the different requirements of data labels and the different results of the three models.
Our results showed that by aggregating past notifications of similar content, amodel of notification
delivery preferences personalized on user actions could achieve similar performance as a model
personalized on user-labeled preferences (i.e., ground truths). Both personalized models achieved
a substantial improvement compared to a generic model built on other users’ labels.

5.1 Baseline: Generic Classifier Based on User Labels (Model I)

Our baseline is a generic model that can be used in this scenario: the notification management
system relies on a pre-trained, static classifier to predict users’ preferences of a new incoming
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Fig. 7. This figure presents the intuition behind the three classifiers of delivery preferences tested in our
experiments, which are a generic classifier (the first row), a classifier personalized on user subjective labels
(the second row), and a classifier personalized on user objective actions on notifications (the third row). The
rounded rectangles with different colors represent notifications from different users. The smaller rectangle
on the top right corner of a notification indicates the user-labeled delivery preference (e.g., Alert now) and
the question mark means this notification does not have a label of delivery preference. The different hand
icons represent different actions that have been taken to remove past notifications (e.g., click, swipe away).
The three leftmost rectangles present the requirements of personalized labels for training the classifier and
the performance of the classifier.

notification. The key idea of the predicting algorithm is to find notifications with similar content
from the Task 1 training set (525 notifications, from the first five days), and use the ratio of the
“alert now” and “not alert now” labels previously specified for these similar notifications to predict
the preference for notifications from the Task 1 test set (102 notifications, from the last two days,
see Table 1 and Section 2.4 for more detail about how we split the data).
We define similarity as notifications issued by the same app, because of the universal availability

of the source app feature in our dataset and the relatively small training set (525 instances). A larger
labeled dataset would allow us to relax this definition and also consider other features.
During the classification process, the model uses the preferences of similar notifications labeled

by other users in the training set to calculate the preference for a single user’s notification in the
test set. The algorithm compares the ratio of “Send now, alert now” among all matched notifications
with a predefined threshold, and predicts “Send now, alert now” if the ratio is higher than the
threshold. We experimented with different thresholds in the evaluation results sub-section.

5.2 User-Label Personalized Model (Model II)

Similarly, the second model also only uses subjective preferences labeled by users. This setting is
based on a different fictional use scenario: the system requests the user label their preferred deliv-
ery method after receiving a notification, and when a new notification arrives, the model combines
other users’ data and the labels provided by the same user to predict the preferred delivery method
of the new notification.
The classification algorithm works similarly to the algorithm in the baseline model, except

that the algorithm uses similar notifications labeled by the same user in the training set when
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available, and otherwise falls back to preferences labeled by other users, as in the baseline
model.

5.3 User-Behavior Personalized Model (Model III)

In this model, we explore personalized prediction of notification preferences when users’ subjec-
tive labels are not available for previous notifications. This is an important problem since soliciting
subjective preference labels can impose extra burdens on users and is therefore unrealistic for real-
world deployment. Following the analysis in Section 4, we studied predicting delivery preferences
based on how users handled similar notifications in the past.

5.3.1 Creating the User Behavior Feature Vector. Similar to the statistical modeling experiments
in Section 4.2.2, we take both removal action types and response times into account when con-
structing user behavior feature vectors. To examine the effect of these two types of behavior met-
rics, we built three versions of behavior feature vectors, which contains information related to:
(1) removal action types (7-dimensional one hot vector where each dimension represents one ac-
tion), (2) response times (1-dimensional vector which response time converted to a logarithmic
scale, due to the long-tail distribution (Figure 10), using the following formula: Timeloд_scale =
loge (Timenormalized +1)), and (3) both action types and response times (8-dimensional vector that
concatenates the previous two feature vectors). The three versions of feature vectors will corre-
spond to three variants of the user-behavior personalized model, which are all evaluated in the
next sub-section.

5.3.2 Delivery Preference Prediction Algorithm Design. Similar to Model I and II, our algorithm
consists of two parts: for each notification, it first looks up similar notifications that the same user
received in the past and traces the past user behavior after receiving those notifications, and then
calculates a score for predicting delivery preferences based on a synthesized feature vector created
by averaging feature vectors of these similar notifications. We detail the two parts below.
For the first step, our notification search scope can be expanded to the entire training set, which

is 38 times larger than the labeled dataset used for finding similar notifications in Model I and II
(see the “All” training set in Table 1). This is because reference notifications need not have been
labeled by users. This enables us to use a more fine-grained definition of similarity for notifications.
We now define similar notifications as those not only issued from the same app but also sent from
the same contact or created with the same template (e.g., “[User ID] posted for the first time in a
while. Be the first to add a comment.”).

We created a notification content string for each notification, which for most apps was built
by concatenating the notification title and the notification body. For messaging apps, which we
manually identified, we instead create the content string using only the notification title. This is
because the title is often more structured and contains the sender’s name, whereas the body is free
form text and may interfere with the template detection. We also removed all stop words from
notification content strings to avoid false-positive matching.
We then iterate through past notification records of the same user and run a dynamic program-

ming algorithm to find the longest common subsequence (not necessarily continuous, LCS) [18]
between the notification content strings of the target notification and each candidate. After iterat-
ing through the entire list, we obtain a final set of similar notifications which have the maximum
LCS with the target notification.
For the second step, we first calculate the behavior feature vectors of the final set of similar

notifications, and then average them to obtain a new feature vector representing aggregated
behaviors. We then use an SVM regressor to predict a score based on the new vector. In order
to explore the best performance we can achieve without requiring the user to label any data
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Table 4. Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the ROC Curves of Main Models Examined
in Our Experiments

Exp. ID Options AUC

I Generic model 0.539
II User-label personalized model 0.766
III Behavior personalized model (using action type) 0.737
III Behavior personalized model (using response time info) 0.594
III Behavior personalized model (using action type + response time) 0.749

beforehand, we trained different SVM regressors for different users, and only used other users’
data to train the regressor. Specifically, each SVM regressor was trained on the “Task 1” training
set excluding the same user’s data; and during the training process, each synthesized feature
vector was created based on similar notifications from the “All” training set, also excluding the
same user’s data. Our implementation uses scikit-learn SVR under the default configurations. We
want to note that this SVM regressor does not use the user’s action on the incoming notification
as input, which ensures that our model is fully predictive.
A threshold needs to be specified before the actual classification process, and all notifications

that have a score above the threshold will be classified to “Send now, alert now”. We experimented
with different thresholds in the evaluation results sub-section.

5.4 Evaluation Results

We evaluated the three models on the “Task 1” test set and present the results below. Since our
models rely on finding similar notifications from the same package tomake predictions, only 79 out
of the 102 notifications in the test set was used in the evaluation. We selected the 79 notifications
based on the coverage of the generic model, which is a subset of the two other personalized models
(92 and 96 notifications for the user-label and user-behavior personalized model respectively).

Because the direct output of all three models is a score, we thoroughly enumerated different
threshold values for each model to convert the score to a prediction. This allows us to study the
tradeoff between the true prediction rate of alert now instances (recall) and the true prediction of
other instances (specificity) by plotting Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves and
calculating the Area Under the Curve (AUC) for each algorithm. This is among the most com-
monly used performance measurements for classification problems that require predetermined
thresholds. AUC varies from 0 to 1. The AUC of an uninformative classifier is 0.5. For AUC above
0.5, a higher AUC indicates the model is better at differentiating between classes [5].
Table 4 shows the AUC of different models examined in our experiments. We can see that the

personalized models have much better predictive powers than the generic model. Figure 8 plots
the ROC curves. Note that we only plot the user-behavior personalized model built with the re-
moval action type and the response time, which achieves the best performance among the three
behavior-based personalized models we tested. The best performance of the two personalized
models are very close, which improve the performance of the generic model by 42% and 39%,
respectively.

6 DISCUSSION

Our work offers a new perspective on the study of notifications. Instead of focusing on particular
factors that might affect users’ perceptions of notifications, we took a user-centered approach to
understand how and when a system should deliver notifications. Below, we summarize the lessons
we learned from our study regarding users’ notification delivery preferences, discuss how theymay
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Fig. 8. The ROC curves of our generic and personalized prediction algorithms. Higher the AUC, better the
model is at differentiating preferences. Our results are AUCдener ic = 0.539, AUCuser_label = 0.766, and
AUCuser_behavior = 0.749, which indicate that both personalized models substantially outperformed the
generic model, and the performances of the two personalized models are similar. Note that we only plot
the ROC curve for the user-behavior personalized model with the best performance here, which only uses
the removal action type information to create behavior feature vectors.

affect the design of an intelligent notification system, and identify several limitations of our study
and their potential implications on the results.

6.1 Lessons Learned About Users’ Mental Models of an Ideal Notification Manager

With factors that naturally emerged from the free-form explanations of notification delivery prefer-
ences, we are able to gain a better understanding of what factors may bemore important to users in
determining how to deliver a notification (RQ1). In the following, we discuss some lessons learned
about designing an intelligent notification system that fits users’ expectations.
Users seem to be fairly risk-averse when making delivery decisions for their notifications. Peo-

ple seem to err on the side of being notified (56% preferred an immediate alert, 26% preferred
suppressing the alert, while only 6.3% preferred deferring the alert), seemingly due to the fear
of missing out on important or useful information. For example, some subjects were fine receiv-
ing promotional notifications if there was a small chance that they could benefit. This echoes the
dilemma of the positive and negative effects of notifications discussed in prior work [23, 41, 43].
Specifically, prior research in e-mail spam filtering has a similar assumption that the consequences
of information loss or delay depends on the nature of the message [7]. Furthermore, the preference
of suppressing alerts over deferring alerts may be related to previous observations that users often
consciously leave some or all notifications in the notification tray until a later time [52] and users
snooze notifications [53]. We speculate that users want to gain more control over their notifica-
tions and therefore are more inclined to manually defer reading or taking actions on notifications
rather than let the system do so. Note that our study was focused on the timing of the alert rather
than the delivery.

The frequent reference to notification content in survey explanations suggests that notification
content plays an important on users’ notification preferences. This result echoes findings of prior
work [11, 33], while we revealed more nuances about how content and contextual factors affect
users’ mental models of how an ideal intelligent notification system might work. As it seems to
be more natural for subjects to reason about their preferences in terms of content features, we
suggest notification systems should providemore support to help users manage notifications based
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on notification content, such as grouping notifications with similar characteristics across apps to
allow for more convenient control and identifying different notification patterns within an app
to allow for more flexible control. It may also be useful for these systems to automatically detect
intrinsic characteristics of a notification such as time-sensitivity, user’s relationship with people
mentioned in it, whether driven by the user and digital/physical actions that can be triggered
by it. Since these factors were frequently used as justifications of notification delivery preferences,
existing algorithms that mine notificationmanagement rules [30] may improve the interpretability
of the system’s decisions by providing explanations of the generated rules based on these factors.
A focus on content features is further called for because of the availability of contextual signals.

Many contextual features mentioned by users in their explanations, such as the knowledge of
whether the user has already seen the information in the notification, or the user’s current task
when it does not involve the phone, are difficult if not impossible for the notification system to
obtain. Fortunately, our classification experiments suggest that reasonable results may be possible
relying only on the content that is available and not on contextual information that may not be.
Taking a step back, we want to stress that although users mentioned contextual factors less

often, this does not mean contextual factors are less important. First, our analysis has shown that
users’ perceptions of certain notification content may vary in different contexts and from person
to person. Second, we chose a relatively brief expiration threshold (5 minutes) for our ESM tasks,
which may bias users toward responding to ESM surveys when they are available and less affected
by context. Third, given that we were using open-ended questions, the less frequent reference to
contextual factors could be because our subjects were not fully aware of what we sought to obtain
from the question. Hence, we want to caution that the actual influence of contextual factors may
be higher than what was measured in our study.

6.2 Lessons Learned About the Relationship Between Subjective Preferences and
Observable Behaviors

In Section 4 (RQ2), our qualitative analysis showed that similar actions can be driven by different
reasons associated with different delivery preferences. Then we quantitatively showed that the
response time and action type were both weak predictors of delivery preference for the same no-
tification. These results offer takeaways for using observable user actions in designing intelligent
notification systems.
First, the relationship between user actions and user preferences seems to be moderated by

the notification content. That is, it may be helpful to take into account notification types when
using user actions to infer delivery preferences. We have seen Mehrotra et al. [30] specifically
discussed reminder notifications that do not require follow-up actions. Our systematic analysis
of users’ rationales behind their actions allowed us to expand on this special case and identify
more related scenarios. For example, some notifications contained enough information so users
did not need to click on it to read further, such as a news notification or a notification containing
a verification code. Some notifications were a confirmation or a notice about an expected action,
such as a download complete notice or a credit card payment confirmation.
Another important takeaway is that users may not use notification systems as they were

designed, which suggests the intentions behind users’ direct interaction with notifications may
be clarified when more digital traces are collected and analyzed. We use three examples to demon-
strate this point. First, the code “Want to take action but not via the notification” showed that
users sometimes chose to directly open the app to complete actions instigated by a notification.
Second, users appropriated notification systems for a much wider range of applications than
initially intended such as using the notification tray as a type of to do list, which is related to the
code “Intentionally delay the action”. Third, the delivery of notification in a multi-device condition
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has been discussed in some work [8, 31] and we further demonstrated that users still preferred
two-thirds of notifications coded as “Seen elsewhere” to be delivered with an immediate alert.
Then in Section 5 (RQ3), we demonstrated that although the response time and action type of

a notification do not seem to be effective features for inferring delivery preferences, using actions
aggregated on similar notifications received in the past can be an effective substitute for user la-
bels to build personalized models with decent performance. Our current models only use two basic
types of features: notification type and response time. Given that our qualitative analysis has iden-
tified other aspects of user behavior that may correlate with their delivery preferences, such as app
usage before or after receiving and dismissing the notification, we expect incorporating these mea-
sures may further improve the prediction accuracy. In addition, as people seemed to use different
strategies to handle different types of notifications, NLP features could be used to automatically
identify high-level categories of a notification [15] and we can feed this information to the model
to make more targeted prediction. Due to the small size of our sample, these sophisticated model
designs can only be left for future work to evaluate.

6.3 Design Implications: An Alternative Design of Intelligent Notification Systems

Given the above findings, we argue algorithms predicting when and how to deliver notifications
may need to be incorporated into a more nuanced, holistic, mixed-initiative notification manage-
ment approach to ensure accuracy and user control. For example, it may be a promising approach
to provide a flexible interface for users to configure notification preferences based on the app and
the notification content, coupled with automatic notification preference tuning.
We therefore propose an alternate design for an intelligent notification system. Unlike other

methods that predict the opportune time to send notifications based mainly on contextual fac-
tors [1, 11, 20, 37, 41, 45] and prevent missing information via a bounded deferral mechanism [20],
our approach primarily focuses on notification content. Users could set the urgency of notifica-
tions using hand-crafted keyword-/template-based filters, or adjusting a filtering-aggressiveness
threshold to choose filters automatically created by the system. The threshold-adjusting idea could
be supported by our template identification process and the context-agnostic preference prediction
models introduced in Section 5, and we create a preliminary user interface design to help illustrate
this concept in Figure 9.
Current mainstream smartphone operating systems already provide notification management

features, such as specifying the importance of notifications per app and per notification channel
and snoozing notifications.7 However, our study results suggest that they still fall short for adop-
tion, as seen for example in the extremely low utilization rate of SNOOZE. This further illustrates
the importance of automatic notification preference tuning. Our initial exploration in preference
prediction has demonstrated that we could achieve substantial improvement upon the generic
model in multiple aspects if a few preference labels on previous notifications are available or some
user behavior data is available. We believe there is a large space for future work to study better
data collection methods and better prediction algorithm design.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

As with any study, our work has limitations that must be considered when evaluating its results.
One limitation of including a question about a proposed system behavior, in our case delaying

the time of the alert, is that users may not necessarily realize the potential benefits of a feature they
have not experienced. Thus, we want to note that this result should not be interpreted as proving
that opportune moment detection is not valuable. Instead, we argue that the deferment option may

7https://developer.android.com/about/versions/oreo/android-8.0.
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Fig. 9. We envision the content-based classifiers in Section 5 can be used to facilitate notification preference
settings, and propose one possible design. In our design, users can use a slider to choose a threshold that
reflects their preferred filtering strength and view their previously received notifications as examples to
demonstrate what notifications will cause alerts and what notifications will be sent silently (greyed out). This
allows users to gain a basic understanding of how the intelligent systemworks, and have some control over it.
This design is mainly informed by the finding that users associate the preference of a notification more with
its content, and their perceived urgency of notifications with similar content seem to be consistent and stable.

be more acceptable to users when the concerns of the risk of information loss are addressed, e.g.,
making sure important notifications will always be delivered on time.
As noted by previous research [46], the ESM has an inherent bias: being able to answer the sur-

vey already implies that the subject is likely to be more tolerant of an interruption. Data collected
in this way may underestimate the frequency of the moment when people find a notification to be
disruptive. Although we granted a 5-minute time window for answering the surveys, this bias may
still exist. As a result, we might expect a larger portion of notifications to be deemed inappropriate
because of the disruption caused by the study, and thus delivery preferences to favor no alerts or
even complete suppression of the notification.
The duration of our study is relatively short (1 week), although the same length of study can be

found in prior work with similar study design (logging + daily diary surveys [41], logging + ESM
surveys [54]). The week-long study design results in more notifications received on weekdays
than on weekends in the training set, which may affect the qualitative and quantitative analysis
in Sections 3 and 4. However, the drop-off rates in Figure 3 seem to justify our choice of study
duration, which suggests that drop off may have reached 100% by day 11 of a longer study.
We were limited in the number of surveys that we believed users would respond to, especially

because our surveys required free-text answers and typing long passages on a phone can be tiring.
However, the fact that we were able to obtain statistically significant difference for the main results
suggests the sample size is sufficient for our goals.
In this study, we did not analyze the modalities used for sending the alert and could not take into

account how users configured modalities to manage interruption [9] and its implications on users’
delivery preferences. As previous research showed that different people prefer different modalities
for notifications with varying priority and from different people [6, 29], we would like to further
investigate factors that affect users’ preferences of different modalities and the corresponding pre-
diction task in the future.
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7 RELATEDWORK

Notification systems have been studied inHCI andUbiquitous Computing in the context of desktop
computers, smartphones, and wearable devices. A myriad of empirical studies, user preference
models, and system designs have been proposed to address the perceived negative impact of the
disruption caused by notifications. Here, we summarize major related work in three directions

(1) improving notifications based on subjective user feedback,
(2) improving notifications based on objective user behavior, and
(3) studying design guidelines for intelligent notification systems.

7.1 Improving Notifications Based on Subjective User Feedback

Some early work borrowed the concept of the “breakpoint” from classic psychology literature and
proposed a “defer-to-breakpoint” policy to manage notifications [1]. The main idea is to exploit
the natural transition between two units of the primary tasks (i.e., the breakpoint) to deliver the
notification. Breakpoint detection has been studied for both physical activities and interactions
with corresponding digital devices. Research has found that this mechanism has positive effects
on reducing mental load and task resumption lag [22, 35–37].

Another line of work has studied interruptibility, asking users to evaluate whether a particular
moment is good for an external interruption and aimed at scheduling notifications at an opportune
moment. Past research that falls into this category usually follows a traditional machine learning
research methodology, where ESMs [17] are first used to collect users’ feedback on incoming no-
tifications and then predictive models are built of users’ interruptibility using the dataset. The
predictive model can be used by an intelligent system to automatically defer notifications to more
appropriate moments [1, 11, 20, 37, 41, 45].

Both the defer-to-breakpoint policy and opportune moment detection models heavily focus on
understanding the user’s context when receiving the notification, reflected by the use of contextual
features such as location, time, physical activity, and phone usage when building the classifier [10,
13, 14, 38, 44, 48, 55]. Conversely, most of this previous work did not consider the content of
the incoming notification when making predictions. The effect of notification content on users’
perception of the interruptionwas usually studied by sending artificial notifications from the study
app [38] or only studying a certain type of notification (e.g., phone call [49] or news [11, 37]), which
leads to a gap between these interruptibility models and working solutions of notification systems.
Recent work has begun to systematically examine the notifications received on today’s mobile

systems and how content affects users’ perception of the interruption. Fischer et al. [11] controlled
topics of news pushed to users during a study via notifications, and found that the entertainment
value, relevance, and actionability of the content seem to have more effect than delivery timing on
users’ impressions of notifications. Mehrotra et al. [34] analyzed a large-scale notification dataset
collected in the wild. Their results showed that the perceived disruption can be influenced by the
sender-recipient relationship. Iqbal et al. [23] found that people were willing to tolerate mobile
interruptions in order not to miss important updates, which resonates with our study. As more
work has pointed out the important role that notification content plays in users’ subjective feelings
about the interruption caused by a certain notification, researchers started expanding the meaning
of interruptibility and integrating content features into predictive models [8, 32, 33].

Although notification content is considered more frequently by intelligent notification manage-
ment systems, its use has also exposed more issues. For example, inferences based on context and
content may not always be consistent. When contextual-based interruptibility is low but notifica-
tion importance is high, what should the system do? Some work suggests that notification content
may be more influential than the context [11], while other research observed the opposite [26]
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that context overshadowed the sender-recipient relationship in predicting the attentiveness, re-
sponsiveness, interruptibility, and opportuneness of the notification.
In our work, we framed our query to users from a different perspective, as a chance to adjust how

the system delivered the notification (see Section 3.2). Unlike prior research that fixed dependent
variables before running the study [11, 26, 34], we asked users to explain their choices in a free form
response. In this way, we attempted to eliminate the potential bias of priming users with certain fac-
tors, so we could learn about the dominant factors that naturally emerged in their responses. Our
results showed that content factors (e.g., importance, notification type, time-sensitivity) were men-
tioned much more frequently than contextual factors (e.g., interruptibility, location, time, phone
usage), which suggests that smartphone users expect more system-level control on their notifica-
tions based on what the notification is, as compared to when it is delivered to them.

7.2 Improving Notifications Based on Objective User Behavior

A critical challenge in modeling user preferences is that collecting subjective labels usually incurs
a considerable cost to users because these queries are also interruptions. This cost directly leads
to the sparsity of the labeled data [34], making it hard for the model to fit users’ preferences
in a supervised manner. The intrinsic disruptive nature of the queries may also bias the dataset
towards moments that are more appropriate to users, where users have time to handle the study
queries [46].
Therefore, somework adopted an alternative approach, which used observable user behaviors as

the source of feedback. Engagement and responsiveness are two common metrics in past literature.
Engagement is determined by the way the notification is handled, specifically focusing on whether
a notification is accepted (click to open) or discarded (swipe to remove). Some work [30, 40, 51]
directly usedwhether the user engages with the notification by accepting it as the prediction target.
Others applied reinforcement learning and treated the user action as the reward function [19].
Responsiveness is usually quantified by the response time, the time from the user receiving or
seeing a notification to the time they removed the notification. Mehrotra et al. [33] set a hard
response time threshold and considered all instances that had a shorter response time than the
threshold to have been appropriate and instances with a longer response time to be inappropriate.
In contrast, we find in our work that nuanced user preferences cannot be characterized by re-

sponse time or the action type alone. Unstructured reasons provided by our participants offer some
explanation of this difference. For example, users delayed acting on important notifications because
sufficient information was available in the notification preview text. In other cases, they dismissed
a notification quickly if it was completely irrelevant, or chose to defer the bulk clean up of irrele-
vant notifications to a later time. We further learned in the predicting algorithm experiments that
although some user actions only have very weak predictive power for a single notification, aggre-
gating them for a group of similar notifications received in the past can generate a much more
stable and accurate prediction for a new incoming notification.

7.3 Studying Design Guidelines for Intelligent Notification Systems

Empirical studies and predictive modeling have provided an important foundation for designing
intelligent notification systems. Past research has proposed various system designs, which aimed
at either reducing the disruption or improving the engagement by deferring the notification to
a more appropriate time [1, 2, 11, 20, 37, 41, 45], filter out unimportant notifications [2, 30], or
automatically choose the appropriate modulation for the notification alert [12, 28, 46].

However, due to the nuances of individual’s different delivery preferences, current physical and
mental status, and future plans, it is exceptionally difficult to achieve near perfect accuracy on
statistical modeling tasks [32, 50]. Furthermore, a misprediction may cause a large disruption and
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users would not accept a system that defers or stops an important notification [34]. This means
that a system for notification management is unlikely to be able to rely on modeling alone in
order to provide a high-quality experience. As a result, in our study we do not focus our data
collection solely on the opportuneness of notification timing but on the larger space of notification
management.
In the same spirit, some previous research focused not only on improving accuracy, but also

aimed at building explainable intelligent notification systems to give users a better understanding
and stronger feelings of trust in the system [27]. PrefMiner [30] is a system that aims at automat-
ically dismissing unimportant notifications. The system mines human-readable rules to manage
notifications and requests for user approvals before using the rules. In this way, users can benefit
from the automatic management and also stay in the control. In this article, we propose algorithms
that can be used to automatically initiate the notification delivery preference configurations for
notifications from different apps and notifications using different templates from the same app,
which also aims at reducing the manual labor when still keep the systems’ actions intelligible and
controllable.
Recently, the designs of the commercial systems and proposals from academic papers [2, 8, 47,

48] also show a trend to provide users with more fine-grained ability to control notifications. How-
ever, our study demonstrates that some existing features in commercial system (e.g., snooze no-
tification) has an extremely low utilization rate. We consider proper automation may still be an
indispensable part for such systems to achieve success.

8 CONCLUSION

In this article, we study how to improve notifications by directly asking users about their pre-
ferred delivery method for a notification. We conducted a mixed-methods study, which includes
both experience-sampling studies that solicited users’ notification delivery preferences and pas-
sive data collection that records how people used their phones and handled notifications during
the course of the study. We learned that subjects seemed to refer to notification content factors
(e.g. importance, notification type and timesensitivity) more frequently when explaining their de-
livery preferences than contextual factors (e.g., interruptibility, phone usage). Overall, we noticed
a strong emphasis of avoiding the risk of losing important information and a significant impact of
individual difference in the delivery preferences of users from our sample.
Then we further studied the relationship between user behavior and notification delivery pref-

erences, with the hope that the easily accessible objective behavior data can help us improve the
prediction performance for notification delivery preferences of an individual user. We adopted
a context-agnostic approach, where we assign fixed preference predictions to the same type of
notifications (e.g., notifications from the same app, notifications using the same template). Our
results showed that our algorithm could adapt to individual preferences by leveraging either user-
specified preferences for notifications received in the past or user behavior observed after receiving
notifications in the past. Finally, we discussed design implications of our findings and proposed
an alternative design of an intelligent notification system that can be supported by our prediction
model.

APPENDICES

A APPENDICES WILL APPEAR IN SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Please note that the appendices included here will be moved to a separate supplemental material
document for publication.
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Fig. 10. Response time probability density in the labeled part of the dataset, which had a long-tail distribu-
tion. (estimated with Kernel density estimation, bandwidth = 20)

Table 5. Raw Count and the Ratio of Different Removal
Action Types

Action name All (train) All sampled (train)

CLICK 1,854 (9.3%) 147 (23%)
CANCEL 5,326 (27%) 243 (37%)
CANCEL_ALL 389 (1.95%) 28 (4.3%)
SNOOZE 12 (0.060%) 1 (0.15%)
AUTOMATIC 6,676 (34%) 142 (22%)
OVERWRITE 4,897 (25%) 84 (13%)
Not removed 792 (4.0%) 4 (0.62%)

CANCEL seems to be the most commonly used action for

smartphone users to handle notifications.

B PACKAGE NAMES USED FOR FILTERING OUT BULLETIN NOTIFICATIONS

— android
— com.lge.systemservice
— com.motorola.vzw.settings.extensions
— com.google.android.googlequicksearchbox
— com.google.android.apps.maps
— com.google.android.music
— com.spotify.music
— au.com.shiftyjelly.pocketcasts

C ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

C.1 User Behavior Overview and the Impact of ESM

Overall, subjects believed they handled the sampled notifications immediately after seeing them in
most cases, with only 22.1% notifications marked as not immediately discarded/accepted/snoozed
(83 notifications). We also found a consistent trend in the response time, the time between seeing
and acting on a notification, which has a long-tail distribution (Figure 10).
Table 5 shows the raw count and the ratio of different actions that caused a notification to be

removed. The first four rows (“CLICK”, “CANCEL”, “CANCEL_ALL”, “SNOOZE”) represent user-
driven actions that remove notifications, and the next two rows (“AUTOMATIC”, “OVERWRITE”)
represent two situations where the app automatically removed the notification before the user took
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Fig. 11. The distributions of response times only vary slightly across notifications of all four preferences.
(estimated with Kernel density estimation, bandwidth = 20; response times plotted in logarithmic scale).

any action. The last row (“Not removed”) represents a special situation where the notification was
never removed during the study.
Below are some notes on the impact of our experience sampling methodology on this data.

Overall, the impact of ESM tasks and sampling rules seem to be small, which suggests that the
usage data collected in our study could reflect users’ natural behavior.

— The median of response time among all notifications and notifications sampled for ESM
tasks are 9.6 seconds and 7.8 seconds, respectively. The small difference seems to suggest
that the ESM tasks did not substantially alter user behavior. The difference is not statistically
significant (p = 0.345) under Mann-Whitney U test.

— The distributions of notification removal actions are similar between the “All (train)” and
“All sampled (train)” subset, which also suggests that our ESM tasks did not substantially
alter users’ behavior. The sampling bias generally seen in ESM studies may account for this
difference and the previous one.

— The ratios of notifications that were removed by the app or never removed during the study
are consistently higher in the “All (train)” group than in the “All sampled (train)” group. This
is likely because a prerequisite of sampling a notification for the ESM tasks is that it was seen
by the user, who would then have had the opportunity to act upon it.

— The relative ratio of cancel actions to click actions is higher in the “All (train)” group than
the “All sampled (train)” group. This is likely due to group notifications, which were not
sampled for ESM tasks and are easy for subjects to remove en masse with a single swipe. See
Section 2.2.1 for more details of this sampling choice.

C.1.1 Data Visualization of Response Times and Notification Preferences. Figure 11 is a plot of
the distributions of response times across notifications of the four delivery preferences, which
is intended to give insight into the relationship between these two variables. All four proba-
bility density functions are estimated with kernel density estimation using Gaussian kernels
(bandwidth = 20).

It is notable that the distribution of response times seem to vary only slightly across all four
delivery preferences. This suggests that a response time threshold is unlikely to be a workable
method of inferring the delivery preference of a notification.

C.1.2 Data Visualization of Action Types andNotification Preferences. Figure 12 shows the ratios
of different preference options for notifications removed due to different actions. We excluded
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Fig. 12. User preference breakdown for different removal actions. We can see that all five types of removal
actions have a considerable portion of notifications preferred an immediate alert, which suggests the removal
action type information only has weak predictive power for notification delivery preferences.

the snooze action and “not removed” status, because both had too few labeled data points (1 for
“snooze”, 4 for “not removed”).

From the figure, we can see that there are some difference in the preference distribution among
different action types, especially for the cancel action. However, there are still a considerable por-
tion of notifications that were preferred to be delivered with an immediate alert for all five action
types, which suggests that only using the removal action type information may not be sufficient
to infer users’ preferences.

C.1.3 Summary. The data visualization and statistical modeling experiment results both seem
to contradict the assumptions in prior research [3, 19, 30, 33, 38, 40, 51]. Based on our data, we
find the response time and removal action type cannot be reliably used to determine whether
and how to send a notification. Quicker reactions to a notification does not always mean the user
feels positively about the notification, and dismissing a notification does not always suggest a
negative feeling. The next section will show examples to help explain this seemingly counter-
intuitive result.
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